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ATG Interviews

Ken Dzurak .................................. 42 Chairman & Founder, 21 North Main

Rolf Janke .................................. 46 President, Sage Reference

Reviews

Reviews of Reference titles by Tom Gilson.
— Encyclopedia of the American Civil War: A Political, Social, and Military History
Encyclopedia of Feminist Internet History and Compendium of the World’s Languages

Book Reviews: 48

Monograph Musings and YA Literary Commentary by Debbie Vaughn.
— This month the great Ellen Finnie Duranceau shares her thoughts on Bill Bryson’s In a Sunburned Country, the trained and true Phillip Powell explores Dorothy von Schwanenfleidt’s Laughter Wasn’t Rational, and newcomer Angela Megaw dives into Norman Desmarais’ The ABCs of XML and Reza Hoque’s XML for Real Programmers.
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STATE OF THE INDUSTRY ISSUE
LEGAL ISSUES
Edited by Bryan Carson, Bruce Strauch, and Jack Montgomery
Legally Speaking ........................................57
Reference Questions and the Unauthorized Practice of Law by Bryan Carson.
Questions and Answers .................................58
Copyright Column by Laura Gasaway —

PUBLISHING
And They Were There ...............................60
Report from the 20th Annual Charleston Conference: Issues in Book and Serial Acquisition:
Is Bigger Better? by Janet L. Flowers and A Conference Tour by Ana Arias Terry who's been
quite busy reporting from these meetings: ALA Midwinter; American Association of Publishers/
Professional & Scholarly Publishing; National Federation of Abstractors & Indexers;
User Interface 2000 West; Society for Scholarly Publishing; Special Libraries Association;
NASIG; ALA Annual Conference; and the Charleston Conference.

Bestsellers in Australia/New Zealand ..........................68
Françoise Crowell brings us a mixture of titles which reflect the diversity of interest in Australian/New Zealand topics. Librarians and armchair travelers alike will find books here for their collections.

Publisher Bestsellers .................................69
New York University Press by Julia A. Gammon — Rachel Weiss, Marketing and
Sales Manager, at NYU Press, has provided this concise list of recent bestsellers.

Book Pricing Update .................................70
Peter Piper Picked a Peck of Pre-Pub Prices
by John Riley — We would like to thank Celia Wagner for her years of work on this column
and welcome John Riley who is bringing us a new chapter in Book Pricing Updates. John
plans to take a different tack in examining pricing and wants to focus on different areas where
pricing is an issue.

BOOKSELLING
Issues in Vendor/Library Relations ..........................70
A Lasting Difference by Bob Nardini — Twenty years is not a long time in the overall scheme of
things but is it time enough for scores of companies to vanish and leave no trace. Who are the
unluckiest participants in our Information Age?

Issues in Vendor/Library Relations ..........................72
Will Amazon Wal-mart the Book Vendor? Bob Nardini and John Abbott — It's become
commonplace to say that anyone who displays bibliographic data and/or delivers books within
an academic setting should emulate some of the practices of Amazon. taking
the recent Charleston Conference, made an interesting observation, that Amazon might want to
act like a book vendor. After hearing him, Bob invited John to take part in this exchange.

Oregon Trails .............................................74
Tom begins the new year with some looks at

INTERNATIONAL
The Fire of Progress ......................................82
Martin White tells us that the fire of progress is lit

TECHNOLOGY AND STANDARDS
Edited by Sandra K. Paul and Albert Simmonds
Chaos .........................................................83
World Acronyms Over the Years by Sandra K. Paul — This walk down memory lane takes us
back to many acronyms in the world of standards that some of you will remember over the years.

Adventures in Librarianship .............................40
Fee for Service by Ned Kraft — This month

“Linking Publishers, Vendors and Librarians”

Uncommon ...
Against the Grain

Unconventional ...
Against the Grain is your key to the latest news about libraries, publishers, book jobbers, and
subscription agents. ATG is a unique collection of reports on the issues, literature, and people that
impact the world of books, journals, and electronic information.
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Webworthy .............................................84
by Pamela Rose — Unique and interesting
Websites organized by broad subject area. Some of
this month's subjects include Antarctic, Evolution,
Geoscience, and Medicinal Plants.

Ned brings us a hilarious Memorandum that — let's hope — none of us ever actually gets.